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President’s Message
We do more than make inserts!
Measurers and Community Workshop volunteers have
brought understanding, joy, inclusiveness, awe, surprise
and so much more to our customers and each other.
As President, I have received calls plus first and second
hand stories about how we as an organization have affected
the lives of the people we meet.
For example, one customer was mourning the loss of a
daughter and declined to volunteer at our workshop. We
persuaded her to come and bring a friend. She called later
to say that volunteering at
the workshop with
neighbors helped her
reengage in life.
Residents living in old
mobile homes who thought
there was no solution to
stopping the wind from
blowing into their homes
were gratified to know that
we would go the extra step
to build window frames
from our leftover wood that gave the needed landing to
receive the inserts. “No more blankets over the window!”
There are many benefits that flow from community
workshops: friendships develop, hidden talents are
recognized, food provided by neighbors and local
restaurants is shared in a friendly environment, innovative
improvements are identified to make our window inserts
process more efficient — to name a few.
I n c r e a s i n g l y, l o c a l b u s i n e s s e s a r e a d o p t i n g
WindowDressers as a great organization for their
employees to do volunteer work for community service.
Thank you all for making Maine a better place to live and
for all the hours you give to our mission. Our customers
appreciate you!
Dianne Smith

Lines from Lincoln Street
The hot summer weather that lingered into the early fall
gave us a slow start to the insert-building season this
year. Once we had a few cold snaps in late September
and early October, the orders have come flooding in. We
are on track to build at least 6,700 inserts this season at
32 Community Workshops across the state.
We've established several new locations this year that
have expanded our impact across Maine: Community
Workshops in Parsonsfield, Lewiston, Norway, Jackman,
Washburn/ Presque Isle, and Machias have dramatically
broadened our service area. The new team in South
Portland and the addition of a second CW at Allagash
Brewery have enabled us to double our capacity in the
Portland area. We also expanded our partnership with
the Maine Campus Compact this year to six campusbased AmeriCorps efforts, resulting in a significant
increase in our low-income program, supported by their
grant-funding.
It's an exciting time to be a part of this dynamic,
grassroots organization as we work together to warm
homes, help the environment, and build community.
Thank you for being a part of the WindowDressers story.
We are always looking for more volunteers - to build
inserts at the Community Workshops, to help with
measuring, to organize local teams, and to pitch in at our
Rockland production facility. We have opportunities
large and small for every person's preferred level of
involvement. Please join us!
Laura Seaton
Director of Community Workshops
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Engineering for WindowDressers:
Home Workshops to Serious Production
by Dick Cadwgan
(Since WindowDresssers' beginnings in 2010, there have been a
long history and many minds behind how the inserts production
system at WindowDressers evolved. We asked co-founder Dick
Cadwgan to explain his perspective on how it developed. Here it
is written in the third person, in his own words.)
WindowDressers has grown from an initial run of 19 windows in
a local church to producing nearly 7.000 units a season. How did
this happen?
In 2010, Dick Cadwgan assisted the local First Universalist
Church in a comprehensive professional assessment of their
building in Rockland. That study showed that 19 sanctuary
windows were responsible for serious heat losses in that large
room. Although ice-encrusted windows were common during
the winter church services, funds were simply not available
to replace them.
Cadwgan recalled a newspaper article about a novel way to
insulate windows and a course taught in Damariscotta. The
concept for a double-film insulating insert, pioneered originally
by Topher Belnap, was being taught to anyone who wished to
attend. Cadwgan did, and using his shop and supplies from the
course, proceeded to build and install 19 inserts for the UU
sanctuary just in time for the winter season. Parishioners began
to ask whether they could get some for their houses. Frank
Mundo, then the president of the church, and Cadwgan decided
to meet their requests using their own basement workshops and a
few volunteers. As a fledgling startup, the two founders did
everything from measuring to production, and from accounting
to acquiring supplies.That first winter they made 200 window
inserts for church members.
The first two years of building inserts afforded opportunities for
discussions on how to better streamline production, build a
volunteer base and reduce our error rate. Both men recognized
the value of the other’s special skills: Cadwgan liked building
‘things’ and Mundo pushed concepts of community building. The
two men could not have been better matched, and both began to
schedule sales talks to any group that would listen.
The marketing worked, not because both were persuasive
speakers, but because an idea that combined community
volunteers, environmental protection and a low-cost home
heating improvement was inherently attractive.
Mundo spearheaded the growth of the first two Community
Builds (Islesboro and Liberty), while Cadwgan began to
assemble a Board of Directors with special skills: business
acumen, legal experience, and accounting expertise. He
convinced them to approve the purchase of a $10,000 computer–
assisted saw which nearly eliminated cutting mistakes. That tool
spurred a mindset geared to work flow, efficient use of volunteer
time, and waste minimization. It was also too big to fit in a home
shop, so Cadwgan started looking for more space.

The two men moved operations to a rent-free boat shop in Owls
Head with room to set up the 30-foot long cutting table and dust
collector. Mundo’s success in creating more Community Builds
(now called Workshops) boosted demand for inserts sharply.
The new saw was the impetus for remarkable increases in annual
production as Cadwgan pursued better ways to produce quality
products faster. He also heeded the advice of a high-achieving
sister: “Don’t be too proud to ask for help,” reaching out to
others for skills he needed but did not possess, like welding,
electrical circuitry and specialized aspects of mechanical design.
In two seasons, WindowDressers outgrew the boat shop and
moved to Lincoln Street, Rockland, the present headquarters.
Rent was not exactly free, however. Cadwgan exchanged inserts
for the entire building for three years' rent of about 2,500 square
feet and all utilities.
It was there that an ‘outside team,’ particularly Jay Hoagland and
Mike Donnelly, Cadwgan's neighbors, began to shine with the
development of multi-bench work platforms, sorting racks,
efficient frame assembly tables, jigs that gave volunteers a ‘third
hand,’ and a multitude of dispensers to speed finishing of inserts.
Some were complicated machines, like paired infrared emitters
with a conveyor to shrink both sides of an insert perfectly in
seconds rather than minutes. Others were simple, including the
switch from steel tapes to hand-held lasers, or the development
of a dip painting tank and procedures to efficiently paint
hundreds of 10-foot sticks for the following season.
For the first time, WindowDressers (as the new 501(C)(3) was
called), led by WD board members Karl Kehler and Steve Shaw,
hired an IT contractor to develop software to process a now
unwieldy load of window measurements and customer
information. When the first efforts failed to perform,
WindowDressers turned to the Rockland firm Oystra, which
produced two impressive software
programs: one for our
window measurers called TIMM, the other designed to handle all
customer information and accounts.
With the development of custom software that integrated
customer information, billing, and work orders, production
soared, quality increased, and errors continued to diminish. With
minor upgrades, the present software is capable of taking
WindowDressers well into the future.
Cadwgan encouraged others, including inventive board members,
to try new production-boosting ideas.
A recent one was
developed by BOD member Stephen Shaw: a clever heat ‘bridge’
incorporating an industrial heat gun suspended over a table to
shrink inserts sliding under it. No more hand-held hair dryers!
Not every new project was successful. Joining the WD scrap
heap have been a hot wire sealing project and Cadwgan’s recent
attempt to simplify drilling of strut pilot holes using a laser to
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measure location of the workpiece paired with a numerical
display to for the drill press operator.
Offsetting those disappointments has been the input of Chuck
Lakin of Waterville, who continues to develop a line of third
generation work-floorjigs now used in every Community
Workshop. His ingenious, beautiful contributions have greatly
improved the ability of workshops to produce more in less time.
and do so at a high quality level.
To date, WindowDressers has produced nearly 30,000 inserts in
its 8 years. and it now sponsors 32 Community Workshops
spread across Maine.

Cadwgan continues to work as a volunteer at Lincoln Center,
while Mundo, now an Emeritus member of the Board, splits his
time between Phoenix and Islesboro. What Cadwgan and Mundo
started, salaried staff, an active Board and many others are taking
the reins to push toward higher, better output.
When asked about his next goal, Cadwgan replied, “Find a way
to move the company from Lincoln Street, where we are out of
space, to a new, more efficient building that will allow us to put
out about 9,000 inserts annually in Maine.”
He is also working on a project to export the WindowDressers
model to Vermont. There’s no grass under his feet.

Allagash, Revision & WindowDressers:
Working Together to Keep Mainers Warm
(One of the truly inspirational and special qualities expressed
by community-centered
organizations through their core
values and mission statements is their belief in the importance
of our fellow human beings, and that working closely with
others through community service is an essential part of
that. When nonprofits join forces with businesses to work
together in community service, that brings a sense of elevated
mutual purpose, and WindowDressers has been fortunate to
experience that by partnering in service with Allagash Brewery
and ReVision Energy.)
ALLAGASH BREWERY

involvement as a way to fulfill his interests in community service
and environmental action: keep people warm, as well as cut the
pollution and expense that come from fossil fuel use. It was a
perfect fit for the Allagash sustainability mission.
Benthien volunteers in the workshops, and says they generate a
wonderful community spirit together, share, connect and do
something worthwhile for others, be supportive, meet others'
needs, and reduce harmful emissions. Of course, the fact that
the workshop is right across the street makes it a commute that
cuts personal energy to an incredible degree, and Allagash
provides all the workshop volunteers with food and snacks.

Out at 50 Industrial Way, Portland, in her Allagash Brewing
Company office, you'll find Kate Benthien, Philanthropy
Program Manager.
Her job there is to administer the
company's mission and core values to benefit Maine nonprofits
and the people they serve, "organizations whose programs
provide access to basic human needs for the people of Maine."
Allagash evolved from the entrepreneurial brewing efforts of
its founder, Rob Todd, in 1996, and those beginnings became
the Portland brewery that has grown and succeeded to the point
where it now distributes its Belgian-style craft beers to 17
states along the East Coast, the Midwest and the West Coast.
That success story also brewed what became the Allagash
philanthropy program, based on the company's deeply-held
belief in "being an environmentally and socially responsible
community member.” Twice yearly, coordinated by Benthien,
Allagash distributes its Community Grants, $50,000 in the fall
and spring, to nonprofits that benefit Maine community service
organizations across the state, including WindowDressers,
along with other Maine-based programs that support
sustainable agriculture and family farming, pediatric nursing
scholarships, cultural programs, and battle food insecurity.
Allagash wanted to support WindowDressers when they
learned about their window inserts workshops from Allagash
employees already involved in another Portland area service
group, and that interest evolved into becoming Allagashsponsored inserts workshops organized by volunteer
coordinator Luke Truman, an Allagash employee who saw that

Luke Truman and Kate Benthien

Benthien tells a delightful story of a woman who volunteered in
the Allagash workshop last winter, where she helped build her
own inserts, finished them, and took them right home and
installed them. The next day she couldn't wait to go back to
Allagash and report how happy, warm and comfortable she was,
with no more drafty, cold air leaking in.
You'll often find Truman, who is the Allagash facilities manager
and ramrods buildings operations for the company, as well as its
WindowDressers community workshop coordinator, in the
building across from Benthien's office, a large multipurpose
structure that houses maintenance facilities and a gym for
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employees. The building also houses a large space used for a
variety of group gatherings, including Allagash's annual
WindowDressers Community Workshops, set for their third year
starting in January, where company employees and other
volunteers contribute hours of community service by coming
together to assemble the interior window inserts that keep
warmth in, and the cold drafts out, during Maine's cold winters.
As community service coordinator for company employees,
Truman talks enthusiastically about Allagash's Green Team, the
key people at Allagash who drive the company's sustainability
and efficiency practices. It extends beyond Allagash through
employee involvement with WindowDressers, with the City of
Portland's Sustainability Office, AmeriCorps volunteers, the
Greater Portland Sustainability Council, the Portland Climate
Action Team, and the Sierra Club. He meets regularly with the
Craft Brewers' Association about how to carry out sustainability
practices for the good of people and the planet, including waste
control, recycling, and clean energy practices, all of which echo
the values expressed in the WindowDressers mission.
REVISION ENERGY
Out in Liberty, you'll find the ReVison Energy offices, one of
five locations across New England. ReVision is a certified B
Corporation. Internationally recognized B Corporations, owned
and operated by their employees, must promote ethical business
practices and community awareness, focusing on people
foremost, along with strong sustainability interests. ReVision,
which focuses on installation of solar energy systems and other
energy-efficient systems such as heat pumps and heat pump
water heaters, is one of the few Maine corporations that has met
the challenges and high standards of B Corporations. They're in
good company with other nationally known companies like
Patagonia and King Arthur Flour. They and all other 'B Corps'
have to meet at least 80% proficiency in the requirements set,
and are reviewed every three years to maintain their standing.
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Luft defines ReVision as a mission-driven company that has
established itself throughout five New England locations in
Maine, New Hampshire, and Massachusetts as an
environmentally conscious organization where all employees
commit to being actively involved in sustainability service
projects that benefit residents of nearby communities. For Luft, a
carpenter turned into a businessman-philosopher, this means the
humanitarian alignment of the company's mission means doing
good things for others. Low-key and self-effacing, Luft lets
others speak for themselves and what they do, and community
service is so important to ReVision's mission that their Liberty
office has two of their staff, Antonio Hernandez and Mondrian
Shumate, who coordinate the Liberty office volunteers'
programs, including WindowDressers inserts workshops.
Hernandez volunteers as the overall coordinator for the various
programs that carry out the community service spirit of the
company's core values, and though ReVision contributes 8 hours
of community service with pay to all staff members, the
company culture shows that most of them elect to participate
beyond that. Hernandez looks for community projects for the
Liberty employees, and is working to find more. They cut, split
and stack firewood donated for home heating without charge
through the Waldo County Woodshed project; clear hiking trails
in the vicinity of Lake St. George; make school energy
presentations; install donated solar arrays; provide eldercare and
hospice support.
Shumate, a Unity College graduate in her second year organizing
and coordinating WindowDressers Community Workshops in
Liberty, volunteered to lead their Liberty office's involvement
with WindowDressers workshops, carried out onsite by ReVision
and community volunteers to create economical, efficient and
environmentally motivated interior storm windows for Mainers
from local towns.
Ramirez gained much of his interest in volunteer work and
outdoor activities through his time as a Boy Scout in Beverly,
Massachusetts, where he earned Eagle rank as a teenager, and
later through UMass Amherst outings. At Liberty's ReVision
location he found others like himself who are interested in
outdoor life, parks, and the environment, as well as hiking,
camping, rafting, and skiing.
For Shumate, whose involvement has been cited before (See
'Notes From the Field' on the WindowDreswsers website in this
year's fall newsletter), the annual windows inserts workshop has
become a family project, and it inspires mother to help daughter
organize things. Shumate's study of psychology and Montessori
and Waldorf early childhood education added strong background
in the interpersonal understanding that has translated to her
ongoing volunteer involvement.

Antonio Hernandez, John Luft, and Mondrian (Moe) Shumate

John Luft, branch manager of the Liberty office, has been with
ReVision since they were established after humble beginnings
out of The Green Store in Belfast in 2003. His exposure to
WindowDressers insulating inserts came when he bought his
current home, with inserts already installed, and like many of the
others in the Liberty office, he participates with fellow staff
members in the WindowDressers workshop there.

Business, philanthropy and community service have become
partners with Allagash, ReVison and WindowDressers, the kind
of partnership that benefits everyone who participates. As our
WindowDresssers president, Dianne Smith said in her president's
message in our last newsletter, "With all of us working together
we manage to provide thousands of inserts to hundreds of
Mainers, giving them not just physical warmth and lower fuel
bills, but real warmth, by caring about them and the
environment.”
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Notes From the Field
ISLESBORO – (WindowDressers founder and board member
Frank Mundo takes a long mid-October personal look at the
window inserts he built and installed for his Islesboro home
nearly a decade ago.)
I've put in my 52 window inserts for the fast approaching winter
season. I believe this is the 9th year for most of them (I added a
couple of skylights last year, and recovered 4 large 8' x 3.5'
windows in the kitchen.
Our house is on the water facing north. This morning the outside
temperature is 39.2 degrees, and the wind is pounding us from
the north, gusting at 15-20 mph. We have an 18K BTU heat
pump in the kitchen and a kerosene Monitor in the living room;
currently both are running to "take the edge off' until solar heat
takes over at about 10 a.m. That is the extent of the heating
system in our 3,000 sq. ft. house.
All inserts continue to work as well as they did the first year that
we installed them. If you look at the 'clarity' of the polyolefin,
you can't see any difference between the skylight ones
manufactured last winter and those manufactured nine years ago.
The four huge inserts on the south side of the kitchen, which
were difficult to wrestle into place, had to be recovered as I left
them in place year- round for one or two summers. The
polyolefin became opaque, brittle and cracked. They were
exposed to searing heat in the summer as well as a lot ot
ultraviolet light. I learned my lesson.
On the other side of the kitchen, two windows over the sink
noticeably leak air with high wind gusts from the north. These
windows are subjected to intense pressure from wind., as they are
on the inside of an "L" of our house. All the other windows on
the north side are leaking very little air, even though wind is
blowing 15-20 mph.
I think the other elements of the inserts are holding up well. The
foam tape is still resilient. I do notice that several inserts have a
"permanent indent" where the Anderson Window lock
mechanism is imprinted on the foam. One insert had the foam
separating from its adhesive edge. but this was for an insert
recovered year before last, so I suspect this was due to an
original defect in the foam tape used. Otherwise, the foam
everywhere is holding up well.

Overall, I'd say we are correct in saying that the inserts would
last 10 years before they need to be recovered. Actually, we may
well have been overly conservative. Only time will tell.
BRUNSWICK - Dana Baer and Sam Saltonstall report that
October's Community Workshop exceeded its goal of 250 inserts,
with a total of about 270 wrapped as well as 15 repairs. Outreach
efforts coordinated with the Freeport Community Services and
the Bath and Brunswick Food Pantries resulted in nearly 100
inserts being provided to low income families.
Shifts were buoyed by volunteers from local churches and
AmeriCorps volunteers learning the ropes in preparation for their
own workshops. And every time a shift looked like it would be
short-handed, more volunteers seemed to appear unexpectedly.
Brunswick's innovators: Dana Baer parked his trailer right
outside the door, set up with a table and chop saw right outside
the door, which facilitated alterations and kept sawdust at bay;
and Scott Bodwell invented a simple stand for expanding foam.
We are so grateful to the many repeat volunteers coming through
our doors to give their time, to St. Paul’s for its steadfast
hospitality, and to Tim and Anne Banks for their continued
measuring support.
BANGOR – WindowDressers board member and UMaine
professor Sharon Klein reports that she was interviewed on
"Downtown with Rich Kimball" (Zone Radio AM620) in
November, where she talked about the WindowDressers
program, history, and environmental and social benefits, and
included how those in the listening audience could order inserts,
volunteer and donate. She discussed her WindowDressers-linked
UMaine service learning program and the SustainMaine license
plate, which will provide support for community sustainable
energy programs like WindowDressers community workshops.
To hear the interview, click here.

The only noticeable change in the inserts is that the pine has
deepened slightly in color. Actually, they look even better than
they did at the start.
From the start the inserts 'paid for themselves' a year after we
initially installed them. This year my son helped me install the
inserts. It took about an hour. For me that meant from a savings
point of view we each "made" around $500 an hour for our
efforts.

Sharon Klein shows off her Zone Radio insert.
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The Lighter Side
By Sam Saltonstall

Measuring Madness

WD Puppet Theater
Presents

Iiiiiiiiii
"Window Inserts, Part I”
(Click image to view video.)
(In this, The Lighter Side's latest venture into creative video
entertainment, Sam Saltonstall introduces us to two delightful
puppet characters, as Frank, on the left, answers some important
window inserts questions.)

As a window measuring volunteer of some experience with
WindowDressers, I can speak with humility about the job. A
competent measurer needs a number of unusual skills, most of
which I lack.
To begin with, one has to be able to vault, crawl or sidle over,
under or past furniture, cactus plants or barking terriers, all
determined to prevent access to the window in question.
Second, one has to develop a tolerance for dust. No offense,
people, but on average, blinds, curtains and window sills seem to
get your attention about once every seven years.
Third, one has to simultaneously look at the laser tool to see
which button to push while at the same time craning one’s neck
in the opposite direction to see where the little red laser dot is
landing. A giraffe with fingers could measure a lot better than I
do.
Fourth, one has to be on the lookout for sneaky windows that
have become parallelograms instead of rectangles, or the ones
that have 4 different landing spaces for the insert frames that all
lobby for your red dot’s attention.
For some unknown reason, our lasers measure in hundredths of
an inch. So out of an abundance of caution, we take three
measurements and then find ourselves agonizing over whether to
record 27.89”, 27.87”or 27.91”. Now I know we pride ourselves
on accuracy, but isn’t this going a little overboard? Especially
for a measurer who never got past tenths in fourth grade.
By the way, we are always looking for a few good measurers. If
you are interested in watching the little red dot wander
maddeningly off the surface you are trying to hit (or if you are an
intelligent giraffe with unusual digits), be sure to sign up next
year with your local coordinator.

We welcome your contributions to the newsletter: letters to the editors, pictures taken at community workshops, and
any writing that portrays the spirit of WindowDressers and its volunteers, staff, board, and others who have been
providing service to communities throughout Maine, may be emailed to mtm.tpsmail@yahoo.com. Upcoming
submission deadlines are February 15 for the spring issue, and May 15 for the summer issue.
Many thanks to all who made this issue possible, especially WD staff, board, workshop coordinators, the editors,
Meaghan LaSala, and other contributors, for their efforts.

